OTS Amiel BaKehila Presents

Passover Reflections
A Haunting, yet Suddenly Timely Pre-Seder Prayer
by Rabbi Dr. Katriel Brander, President and Rosh HaYeshiva, Ohr Torah Stone Institutions
Before Consuming Chametz [on Pesach]
Recite with Proper Intent
“Heavenly Father, it is apparent
to You that our will is to do Your
will and to celebrate Passover by
eating matzah and by refraining
from chametz. But on this our hearts are distressed,
because the oppression prevents us [from fulfilling
these commandments] and we find our lives in danger. We are ready and willing to fulfill Your mandate
that we ‘live by the commandments and not die by
them.’ And we are observing Your warning: ‘Protect
yourself and sustain your soul greatly.’ We therefore
beseech You to keep us alive, sustain us and redeem
us speedily, so that we may observe your statutes,
carry out Your will and serve You wholeheartedly.
Amen.”
This prayer was compiled by Rabbi Yissachar-Bernard Davids
who, prior to World War II, served as Chief Rabbi in Rotterdam, Holland. During the war, he and his family were transferred to the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. On Pesach
in Bergen-Belsen, Rabbi Davids instructed his fellow prisoners
to eat chametz due to the Jewish principle of pikuach
nefesh—the paramount rule that preserving life takes precedence above all other commandments. During the clandestine
Pesach seder held at Bergen-Belsen, the rabbi recited the regular blessings for matza, but then added the above prayer for
the specific situation. I always wondered what God was doing
during this seder at Bergen-Belsen. I imagine that Hakadosh
Baruch-Hu was crying at the tragedy and simultaneously smiling at the holiness of this moment. Even in the most horrid of
locations and in the most challenging of experiences, when
everything was taken away from these Jews, this group of
Pesach commemorators showed themselves to be truly free
people, contributing a sense of eternality to the genetic
makeup of our people.
In every generation we are, as a community and as individuals, confronted with pressures and experiences that enslave
us. Some are extremely challenging—like those in Bergen-

Belsen—and some are not filled with as much darkness, but
are perplexing nonetheless.
This year represents the first Pesach in recent memory in
which we can truly identify, at least in some way, with Rabbi
David's haunting prayer. The virus that has hobbled the entire
world threatens the health of many, and has fundamentally
altered most of our Passover plans. Some of us will celebrate
alone; others with just our immediate family, but all of us will
follow the guidance of our governments and community
leaders with the intention that we ‘live by the commandments and not die by them,’ that we observe God's warning
to: ‘Protect yourself and sustain your soul greatly.’
The Pesach agenda is to remove the chametz, the obstacles,
the barriers, the stagnation that hinders our engagement
with a purposeful lifestyle. Bedikat chametz—the search for
chametz — is about recognizing that the darkness that clouds
the crevices of our existence can be minimized or even fully
dissipated. That process begins with the realization that a
search is required and the leavening process that occurs in
our lives can be reversed. Rabbi Davids showed us that no
condition can forcibly deter us from celebrating the true Pesach experience—the opportunity to lead lives as free people.
May we all be blessed to engage in a Pesach experience that
inspires us. May this be a year of true Redemption for our
families, our communities, and the entire world!
Wishing you a safe and healthy Chag Kasher V’Sameach. 
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The "Obligation" of the Three Symbols – Educational Challenges and Opportunities
by Rabbi Reuven Spolter, OTS Amiel BaKehila Director

T

his year, when our children ask us,
“Why is this night different than
every other night?”, a number of
unique questions will surely present
themselves. “For on all other Passover
nights we first pray in the synagogue. On this
Passover, we pray at home. For on all other Passover nights, we
celebrate with our grandparents, aunts and uncles. On this Passover, we celebrate alone.”
Without a doubt, the night of the Seder will be a unique experience for many, if not most of us. At the same time, while our
current reality presents challenges, it can also be a unique, educational opportunity.
As we near the conclusion of Maggid, we recite a famous statement from Rabban Gamliel, which is actually a direct quote from
the Mishnah in Pesachim (116b):
Rabban Gamliel used to say: Anyone who did not speak
about three things did not fulfill his obligation. And they
are: Pesach (the Paschal lamb), Matzah, and Maror.
What "obligation" does one fail to fulfill should he not mention
the three elements? Where do we find such an obligation? Ramban in his commentary on the Talmud explains that one who
fails to mention these three elements does not properly fulfill his
obligation to eat the three foods on the night of Pesach. While
the Torah commands us to eat, Rabban Gamliel adds that eating
is not enough. One must also speak about them, understand
them, and place them in the context of the story.
Through his profound statement, Rabban Gamliel was expressing
a critical educational idea. On the first night of Passover we confront two very different types of commandments. The first is
academic and intellectual: "And you shall tell your child" the story of the Exodus from Egypt. At face value, telling a story is a
theoretical exercise, as we recount the historical tale of our ancestors' exit from slavery. Anyone who has ever been stuck in a
boring history class can attest to just how unmotivating names
and dates can be. The second type of commandment is actionoriented. Judaism requires that on this night we eat. We must
taste the simplicity of the matzah, the bitterness of the Maror,
and the richness of the Passover offerings.
According to Rabban Gamliel, if we allowed these two elements
to remain separate and disconnected, we would fail not only in

our telling of the story, but also in our eating of the food.
We would have neglected to focus on the critical connection between the learning and discussion and the tastes
associated with that story. Rabban Gamliel reminds us that
our Sages designed the different elements of the Seder to
complement each-other. The study and action go hand-inhand, each building upon the other to create a complete
educational experience.
This year, as we have spent the past weeks hunkered in our
homes, we have become both parents as well as teachers.
We’ve surely learned that education is a tricky thing. On the
one hand, learning is an academic, intellectual pursuit. But
it can be dry and theoretical, devoid of any real-world
meaning. Conversely, practical education without underlying thought leaves students with a shallow, peripheral understanding of the material. Without the deeper meaning,
contemplation and reflective analysis academic study demands, a child’s understanding is cursory at best.
On the night of Pesach, Rabban Gamliel reminds us that our
children's education must be comprised of both elements. It
must combine the story and facts of the Exodus together
with the tastes of the Pesach foods. Only when we, as parents and teachers, combine these two critical elements together, can we rest assured that we have indeed fulfilled
our educational obligation to our children, having “told” our
children about the true wonder of the Redemption on Passover. 
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What should you say to today's wicked child? Don’t write off the black sheep of the
family. By Rabbi Gideon Sylvester, OTS Amiel BaKehila Community Educator – Scandinavia

I

have always been fascinated by the
rebellious, wicked child of the Seder
and our relationship to him. Although
part of the family, he gets bad press. The
rabbis were repelled by this questioner
since in his question he makes no mention of
God; neither does he show any interest in the Seder, dismissing
Judaism as tiresome "service" and when asking about the meaning of our rituals, he speaks about what the Seder means "to
you", thus excluding himself from the community. Even the playwright David Mamet, in his book The Wicked Son, dismisses him
with the retort, "You're not wicked, you're just a goy!"
But some of our rabbis recognized in the wicked son a more sophisticated line of questioning. For the Netziv (1816-1893), he
represents those who are desperately searching for the relevance of our religion. "Tradition is nice, but what does it mean to
us? Why are we bound by the historical experience and religious
beliefs of our ancestors?" they ask. They appreciate why the
people who came out of Egypt were obligated to thank God for
their salvation, but they are unsure what this has to do with succeeding generations. In an age where personal autonomy and
expression have become supreme values, such questions are
becoming increasingly common and crucial for young Jews.
The idea that the wicked child is genuinely searching for religious
meaning features in the commentary of the great Chasidic rabbi,
Yisrael Kohznitz (1740-1814). He recognized that many young
people around him were having difficulty uncovering the spirituality in Jewish life. In our own times, yoga and New Age practices
offer clear spiritual messages, but many young people struggle
to find spirituality at Jewish ceremonies and celebrations where
so much of the focus seems to be on dressing up and eating.
"Where is God in all this?" they cry in frustration.
Often in response, they receive not a thoughtful answer, but a
"blunting of their teeth", a harsh counterattack laced with contempt for their inability to understand our texts and tradition.
Today, our highly sophisticated and well-educated young people
find such rejection totally unedifying.
In recent years, we can add one more group to the camp of the
wicked son; people who take pride in Israel, but harbor profound
and searching questions about the integrity of its policies regarding Israeli Arabs and Palestinians. They come to the Seder table

with a profoundly religious agenda: they search for justice,
but they find themselves ostracized for their "treachery"
and for distancing themselves from some of the actions of
the Israeli government.
The traditional response to the wicked son is expressed by
the Malbim. He states that there is little point in answering
the wicked son's attacks, since by distancing himself from
the nation, this child demonstrates that he is not interested
in answers and will never be satisfied with any explanation.
But there is another approach.
Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach stated that "wicked sons" are very
rare. Ironically, the sharpest questioners are often not the
wicked ones at all; on the contrary, they are the most idealistic, religiously-minded people, who simply cannot bear the
inconsistencies that they find within our Jewish communities. He pointed out that many rabbinic students want to be
rabbi to those who are embracing Judaism, but who will be
the rabbi to those who stand on the sidelines, disconnected
from their people and dissatisfied with their religion?
My teacher, Rabbi Shlomo Riskin, teaches that the wicked
son needs to be engaged with love. While most commentaries suggest that to "blunt the teeth of the wicked son"
means to respond forcefully, Rabbi Riskin takes a different
approach. He says "blunting their teeth" means calming the
ferocity of their anger by embracing the rebels and insisting
that they remain integral to the Jewish community. Once
we connect to them and engage in a serious, spiritual and
intellectually robust discussion, there is a chance that together we can resolve their questions.
The wicked child is perhaps not always so wicked, after all.
He may speak arrogantly and he may not yet play his full
part in communal life, but he teaches us important lessons.
He reminds us that the Jewish people have a great mission
and highlights where we are not yet meeting the challenge.
Our response must be one of humility and of vision; recognizing those areas in which we must improve, while reminding him that for all their faults, our Jewish communities still
do an outstanding job of setting and maintaining the highest spiritual standards. 
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The Sign of Divine Protection
By Rabbi Johnny Solomon, OTS Amiel BaKehila Community Educator – United Kingdom

3

332 years ago, on the tenth of the Hebrew month of Nissan, the Israelites
were instructed by God to,
‘take a lamb…hold it in safekeeping … then slaughter [the lamb on
the fourteenth of Nissan] and…
place it’s [blood] on the two doorposts
and on the lintel above the door of the houses
where they ate [the paschal lamb]’ (Shemot 12:37).

Significantly, the Egyptians regarded the lamb as a god, and
so the public slaughter of lambs by the Israelites was a huge
affront to the idolatrous Egyptian culture, and a huge act of
faith and loyalty by the Israelites to the One God.
Yet there is an important detail that is often misunderstood
in this story - and this concerns where the Israelites placed
the blood.
The Torah itself makes it clear that the purpose of placing
the blood on the two doorposts and the lintel was so that,
on the night of the fifteenth, God ‘will see the blood and
Passover your [home]’ (Shemot 12:13), and by doing so the
Israelites were assured safety from the deadly divine plague
that was to sweep through Egypt. In fact, on the basis of
this verse Rabbi Yishmael (see Midrash Mechilta 12:7)
taught: “‘And I will see the blood’ (Shemot 12:13) - the
blood should be visible to Me and not to others.” From here
we learn that the blood was placed by the Israelites around
their doors on the inside of their homes, and that its purpose was to be a divine sign—for the divine.
However, the Midrash then cites the opinion of Rabbi Natan
who, on the basis of this same verse, taught: “‘and the
blood will be a sign’ (Shemot 12:13) - this means that the
blood will be a sign for you, but not for others.” This interpretation offered by Rabbi Natan agrees with the claim
made by Rabbi Yishmael that the blood was placed by the
Israelites around their doors on the inside of the homes.
However, he argues that its purpose was to be a divine sign
for the Israelites.
Finally, the Midrash cites a further opinion of Rabbi Yitzchak
who taught that the blood was placed by the Israelites
around their doors on the outside of their homes, and that

this was doing to taunt and frustrate the Egyptians.
So we have here a three way debate: Rabbi Yishmael claims
that the blood was daubed on the inside and that it was a
sign for God; Rabbi Natan also claims that it was daubed on
the inside but that it was a sign for the people, and Rabbi
Yitzchak claims that it was daubed on the outside and that it
was a sign for the Egyptians.
Though movies like ‘The Prince of Egypt’ appear to follow
the opinion of Rabbi Yitzchak, which opinion is most accepted in Jewish teachings?
Though it is hard to make an absolute statement on this
issue, it is of significance that Rashi in his commentary to
Shemot 12:13 only cites the opinion of Rabbi Natan—that it
was a sign for the people, and by doing so I believe he is
making a profound point about the meaning and message
of the Exodus story.
On that fateful night, as the Israelites remained in their
homes behind closed doors, they knew that the deadly divine plague was sweeping through Egypt, and it would only
be natural for the people to be scared.
But this was the point of the blood that they had daubed,
and this was why it was daubed on the inside of their home.
That blood served to remind and reassure them that as long
as they stayed inside God would protect them. 
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Pesach’s Perfect Pairing: Insights from the’Meshech Chochmah’ and Rabbi Yosef
Soloveitchik zt”l, by Rabbi Aaron Goldscheider – OTS Amiel BaKehila Community Educator, North America

A

surprising parallelism exists between Shabbat and Pesach. The
Torah itself spotlights this connection. This interrelationship is prominently featured in the Ten Commandments. The mitzvah of the Shabbat is linked
with our slavery and the Exodus from Egypt:
“The seventh day is Shabbat to Hashem...and you shall remember that you were slaves in the land of Egypt and, your God has
taken you out from there...therefore Hashem, your God, has
commanded you to make the Shabbat day (Devarim 5:12-15).”
The Meshech Chochma, Rabbi Meir Simcha of Dvinsk (18431926), one of the most unique Torah giants in Eastern Europe in
the 20th century, further highlights a fascinating example in
which Pesach and Shabbat share commonalities. (Meshech
Chochmah, Shemot 12:17) Rabbi Meir Simcha indicates that the
Torah employs the distinctive term ‘shomer’ regarding both Pesach and Shabbat. We find numerous example of this. Regarding
Pesach: “U’shemartem et Ha’avodah ha’zot” - “...you shall watch
over this service (Shemot 12:25), “Chag Hamatzot Tishmor”,
“You shall watch over the Festival of Matzot’ (Shemot
23:15).”Sh’mor Chodesh Ha’Aviv”, “Watch over the month of
springtime.” (Devarim 16:1).
Regarding Shabbat we also find numerous examples: “Shamor et
Yom HaShabbat Lekadsho”, “Watch over the Shabbat day
(Devarim 5:12). ‘Ve’shamru Bnei Yisrael et HaShabbat”, And the
Jewish people shall watch over the Shabbat (Shemot 31:16).
U’shemartem et HaShabbat , And you shall watch over the Shabbat (Shemot 31:14).
Perhaps the most striking example is the fact that Pesach is actually referred to as ‘Shabbat’: “Me’macharat HaShabbat” “You
shall count for yourselves from the morrow of the Shabbat.” (Vayikra 23:15). This verse obligates the ‘Counting of the
Omer' which begins immediately after the first day of Pesach.
Remarkably, the Torah uses the term Shabbat to refer to Pesach.
The numerous examples cited above beg the obvious question:
How do we conceptualize the close connection between Pesach
and Shabbat?
The Meshech Chochmah makes reference to the special relationship with Hashem that was forged on these days. Both Shabbat
and Pesach are emblematic of the Jew’s faith in the Almighty.
Shabbat affirms God as the Creator. Pesach serves as a perfect
partner with Shabbat in that it proclaims Hashem’s providence
and intimate relationship with mankind. When the Jew ‘watches

over’ or observes Shabbat and Pesach, we are proudly and
passionately giving testimony to these foundational principles.
Rabbi Norman Lamm, a close student of Rabbi Yosef Dov
HaLevi Soloveitchik zt”l (1903- 1993), quoted his master,
the Rav, “The word Haggadah is not merely the name of the
Passover booklet, or the commandment to repeat the story
of salvation and redemption. The word ‘Haggadah’ is similar
to the word Haggadat Edut, the giving of evidence at a trial,” The night of Pesach we act as witnesses giving testimony to God’s providence and protection. (Rabbi Lamm Reviews OU Haggadah’, OU.org)
With the arrival of Shabbat we do the same. We serve as
witnesses as we recite the passage Va’yechulu; Friday night
following the Maariv amidah this passage is recited standing, out loud, and in unison with the rest of the congregation (Shluchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 268:7). The purpose of
this recitation is to serve as a form of testimony, proclaiming our belief that God created the world. Some authorities
require that it must be recited with at least one other person, symbolizing the need for two witnesses to give testimony together (Mishna Berurah 268:19).
On these sacred days we reach out to the Almighty with
renewed love and passion. Rabbi Soloveitchik explained
that we are only able to give testimony, ‘Haggadat edut,’
regarding the Exodus because we feel as if we were there
and experienced salvation first hand. This is the meaning of
the Haggadah’s declaration; “Chayav adam lirot et atzmo
ke’ilu hu yatza mimitzrayim”; One is to feel as if they themselves had just left Egypt.’
Feeling God’s warmth and loving embrace on these sacred
nights explains the unique custom on both Shabbat eve and
following the Seder to recite the book of Song of Songs. It is
the most beautiful love poem ever written, speaking of the
love between God and his people. Rabbi Soloveitchik relays
his own personal affinity for the night of the Seder. He said:
“It is a night of great romance between the Almighty and
the Jewish people.”
May we merit even in these challenging days, to find the
beauty and ecstasy embedded in each Shabbat and as we
gather, in joy around the Seder table. We fervently pray for
the ‘geulah shleimah’ to arrive soon. 
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The Power of Prayer
by Rabbi Chaim Kanterovitz – OTS Amiel BaKehila Community Educator, North America
Several months ago, the former Chief rabbi
of Israel and the current Chief rabbi of Tel
Aviv Rav Yisroel Meir Lau, famed as a child
Survivor of Buchenwald, spoke before
world leaders at the Seventy fifth anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. Hailed by
the New York Times as a “towering moral
voice”, he went on to teach what I thought was a profound lesson in the universal message of the Torah. I have since that time
shared this idea with several groups including non-Jewish religious leaders, in my role as Senior Rabbinic International educator for Ohr Torah Stone. Little did I know then the strength of its
message in light of our current unfathomable situation.
The Torah describes the first threat to humanity in the form of
the flood in the book of Bereishit. For forty days and forty nights
the heavens poured, all living creatures were destroyed, the only
survivors were the inhabitants of the ark built by Noah according
to divine command. For a full year the inhabitants of this ark
made up of all living creatures on earth were to remain enclosed
and isolated from the world outside. For a full year the lion and
the lamb dwelt together, the fox and the hare, even the cat and
the mouse. None of the creatures attacked each other or
harmed one another. They lived together in harmony, a harmony
that was not to be replicated outside the ark following disembarkation. Why?
They knew that they had to get along, had to cooperate with
each other, even help each other if they were going to survive
the threat outside. For the threat out there was much worse
than anything else. Do we not have a common enemy? Asked
Rav Lau, Is there no poverty, illness, disease and viruses that we
as humanity must face?
We have an obligation to get along, to see each other as responsible for one another, for the threat that we face at this time
spans the world and all of mankind.
The famed commentator Ramban taught at the beginning of the
portion of VaYishlach a lesson we must learn from forefather
Jacob. When faced with the threat of danger in the form of his
warring and violent brother Esav, he prepares for his encounter
in three ways. The first was to try bribing his way out of danger
through gifts, the second was through prayer and the third was
with an elaborate escape plan. When facing inherent clear and
present danger we must respond in at least one if not all three of
these methods.
Yet our situation is radically different from anything I have ever
encountered before, for one cannot bribe the virus, not can we

escape its evil and devastating undiscriminating clutches.
Perhaps all that is left is Prayer.
Throughout this order, as our synagogues are currently
closed and our study halls are shut, we are physically apart.
Yet our prayers can, even when recited alone transcend
space and time. Like the High Priest on Yom Kippur in the
Holy of Holies, praying for his people and the welfare of all
humanity, we too should join together in prayer as we approach the festival of freedom and the Seder night known
as “Leil Shimurim” the night of protection.
Our forefathers in Egypt showed their faith in Hashem by
painting their mantles with the blood of the Paschal Lamb,
protecting their homes from the “Mashchit”, the destructive force that was to implement the final and most fatal of
the Plague’s upon Pharaoh and his people. We too can
show our faith by raising our voices and beseeching heaven
for protection, not only for ourselves but for all of mankind.
Perhaps the prayer uttered by Moshe our master and teacher will help at this time, as he witnessed his sisters Miriam’s
distress. “Kel Nah Refah Nah Lah” Please G-d,Heal Her, I
beseech you, O, G-d” and may the Almighty heed our cry.
Chag Sameach, Good tidings and good health, to ourselves
our communities and all of mankind. May we hear good
news and meet in a rebuilt Yerushalayim speedily. 
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Finding Personal Redemption.
By Rabbanit Chamutal Shoval, OTS Amiel BaKehila Community Educator – North America

I

n every generation, a person is obligated to view himself as if he had left
Egypt. (Passover Haggadah)

For years I have thought about this sentence, and I never fully understood it. Perhaps this year - I understand it just a little bit
better.
Thank God, I did not grow up in servitude, and I did not suffer
bitterness. Yet, the Exodus from Egypt is also connected to
an abandonment of habituation, and to the ability to leave
the current for the unknown. It teaches us to look forward
and advance, even if we cannot see the horizon.
During its subjugation in Egypt, the Nation of Israel certainly
did not have it easy, yet it knew to what servitude it awoke
each morning. The people recognized and knew their oppressors, the order of their days - and grew accustomed to what
there was. The Exodus from Egypt required that they leave
for the desert - to the unknown.

the Holy One Blessed be He has taken us out of
Egypt, and for this reason we must always remember the Exodus. In reality, each person in Israel has,
at all times, a personal Egypt. For this reason, we
must remember the Exodus each day, and according to our intellect that the Holy One redeemed us
- and this does not necessarily refer to physical
subjugation. For when a person forgets this fact,
his pride causes him to think that "My power and
the might of my hand"...and then He must cause a
person to undergo suffering, so that he should see
that all is from the Blessed Holy One...
Sometimes we feel sure that all is in our hands, that we
control everything. Over the past few weeks we have seen
that this is not at all the case. A small, terrible virus has cofounded the entire world, shut us all in our homes, cancelled all of our plans, and overturned our world. Specifically in this time of uncertainty, all that is left for us to do is to
have faith in the Holy One blessed be He, that He will redeem each of us in our own personal Exodus from Egypt.

The Grand Rebbe of Gur writes in S'fat Emet:
"And I will take them out, and I will save them, and I
will take them..." We have seen [from Scripture]
that the Divine will was that we should know that

May we celebrate together next year in Jerusalem - and be
blessed to celebrate with family and friends according to
our wishes! 
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